
Додаткову інформацію про послуги РДТЕХ, пов’язані з технологіями Oracle Ви 
можете знайти на сайті www.rdtex.ua 

З питань отримання демонстраційних матеріалів звертайтеся за: тел.: 
+380(44)426-03-38 

факс: +380(44)428-05-37 
e-mail: info@rdtex.ua 

 
 

 
 

Oracle Consulting Services  
 

Evaluating and optimization the Oracle products which the Customer has, to find the best contract and 
proposal in business strategy for further investment in Oracle technology. 

 RDTEX specialists, having full certification and long-term licensing experience and technical support 
of the Oracle software first line, will help you to succeed in using innovative Oracle technologies. 

 
 
RDTEX consulting services for Oracle licensing: 

 
Through our consulting services, we provide our clients with an individual, fast, personalized and 
trustworthy service. We will help in evaluating Oracle licenses and contracts, advise on audit risk and 
Oracle license analysis. 

 
Oracle Contract Analysis (OCA): 
 

RDTEX analyzes the Oracle products that the Customer has by licensing metrics, their number, and gives 
recommendations on strategies to reduce costs and the optimal OCA licensing model. 

 
OracleEvaluating Compliance with Relevant Oracle Product Use Standards: 
 

RDTEX helps organizations to understand where significant compliance problems may take place. Our 
specialists assess compliance with the Oracle license and license use standards, and give 
recommendations for minimizing their non-compliance.  

 
Analysis Deploying Oracle Software: 
 

RDTEX analyzes the information provided on the Oracle software deploying and makes recommendations 
for reducing maintenance costs. 

 
Oracle ULA Optimization: 
 

Possessing in-depth ULA knowledge, RDTEX will help Customers to maximize and protect the Oracle ULA 
certification list. 

 
Consulting during Oracle Audit: 
 

Our team of experienced Oracle licensing experts will provide you with support throughout the software 
licensing audit process.  

 
Oracle Technology Solutions: 
 

Analyzing Oracle technologies and products that the Customer has, we will help improve your Oracle 
technology infrastructure for more efficient business management.  
Our consulting services on changes in technological infrastructure are intended to provide you with 
intelligent guidance on how to best use Oracle products and solutions to support the optimization of your 
business initiatives. 
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